
UNIT #1 – SETTLING THE WEST
LESSON #4 – Growth of Mining Industry

(74-77)



Essential Questions

1. What caused the quick growth in population 
in the West in the late 1800s?

2. What are three methods of mining in the late 
1800s? Include a brief description of each. 



Questions to ponder…

1. If you were to pick up and leave here, and go 
somewhere where there was no one you knew, 
and nothing modern… what would you bring?

2. What would motivate you to leave your 
comfortable home to go somewhere totally 
foreign with no support from home?

- The miners who went out west… 

- that’s what they did….



Settling the West

2m

• Most of the original people who moved to the 
American West did so in search of riches 
mining for gold or silver

• When one person found gold, others joined in, 
and every tried to “stake claim” on as much of 
the mining area as they could

• Others arrived to support them.

• Towns appeared over night

• They called these BOOMTOWNS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TSKVjGPZzbY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TSKVjGPZzbY


As you’re watching the video, describe 
a boomtown



Tombstone

• In Arizona

• Silver was found there 1877

– Huge wave of prospectors appeared

– Lasted about 30 years

• Known for lawlessness

• They hired Wyatt Earp and his brothers as 
Town Marshals 

• Famous GUNFIGHT AT THE O.K. CORRAL 1881

:30-1:00m
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http://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/shootout-at-the-ok-corral
http://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/shootout-at-the-ok-corral
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FRiWAxMMX5o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FRiWAxMMX5o


Boomtowns
• Formed quickly

• Example: Virginia City in Nevada

• Started with a population of around 200

• In four months, it grew to 30,000

– Furniture shops

– Opera house

– Six story hotel

– Several newspapers

• Most towns were VERY rough



Life in a Boomtown
• Prospectors often fought                                     

over “claims”
– A “strike” is when gold is found

– A “lode” is the gold attached to that strike

• Law and order usually provided by volunteers, 
willing to take on the responsibility

• Saloon was usually the first structure built

• The town would survive as long as the lode 
produced gold

• Once the lode dried up, prospectors abandoned 
the town and moved on 

• Abandoned towns became known as GHOST 
TOWNS



Book work
– Your book discussed the “Comstock Lode”

– Read p. 74 (Boomtowns: first two paragraphs)

1. What was the Comstock Lode?

2. How did it lead to the formation of an entire state?



Mining Leads to Statehood

• Nevada grew in population so fast

• It took only five years, from discovery of the 
Comstock Lode, to statehood (1864)

• Railroads were built to connect these towns

• Denver is an example of a “supply point”

– Became the second largest city in the West

• Lead and silver were also valuable 

• Tombstone is another example





Tombstone

• In Arizona

• Silver was found there 1877

– Huge wave of prospectors appeared

– Lasted about 30 years

• Known for lawlessness

• They hired Wyatt Earp and his brothers as 
Town Marshals 

• Famous GUNFIGHT AT THE O.K. CORRAL 1881
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:30-1:00m

http://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/shootout-at-the-ok-corral
http://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/shootout-at-the-ok-corral
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FRiWAxMMX5o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FRiWAxMMX5o


As you’re watching the video, describe 
“the law” in an old Western town.



Mining Technology

• Usually tools were pans, pick axes and shovels.

• Sluice mining was more effective. 

– With this, they diverted the river through a trough, 
using gravity to let the heavier minerals fall out

– Sometimes shoved into trough with ridges

• Ultra modern HYDRAULIC MINING pelted 
mountain sides with a stream of water to expose 
buried minerals

– This method was VERY expensive

– This method was VERY destructive



Panning



Sluice

1:00m

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27H5VFhP2Z8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27H5VFhP2Z8


Changes to 
the Land

• Hydraulic mining tore up the mountains

• The millions of tons of silt flowed into rivers

• Rivers got clogged, and overflowed banks

• Led to destroyed thousands of acres of 
Farmland and homes 

• Farmers protested

• New Federal law in 1884 outlawed hydraulic 
mining

click

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qdt9WctqK4o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qdt9WctqK4o


What are these mining methods:

Sluice mining

Hydraulic mining



Questions to answer…
1. Why do you think the saloon was the first building in a boomtown? What does 

this say about the men that lived there?

2. What was the motivation that usually caused boomtowns to appear overnight?

3. What was the usual reason boomtowns became “ghost towns”?

Entertainment – these were rough men

Usually it was gold or silver found in the area

When the “lode” ran out



Questions to answer…
4. Why would a miner use sluicing or hydraulic mining, instead of the usual tools?

5. What was the protest to hydraulic mining?

6. Why don’t miners use hydraulic mining today?

Faster and more efficient

Farmers protested the destruction of farmland

Way to destructive to the environment.
Still leads to floods today!


